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J CONTENTS
Jail base, 4 jail walls, 94 prisoners(3 of each colour), 6 prison guards and spade.
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Slide the spade into the slot under the jail. Bash on the handle and flick prisoners out of jail.
Don't free a prisonguard, or you're busted!

GET STARTED
Before you play, perfect your technique. Put thejail on a hard surface and drop half the prisoners
and guards in. Try and flick them free, leaving the guards behind.
TlPS
Put the spade nearlyall the way in, so that
just the handle is sticking out.
Positionthe spade blade carefully to free a
particular prisoner.
You can slide your spade into any slot under
the jail and you can change slots at anytime.
A* Tap the spade hard to flick the prisoner free.
A short, sharp tap on the handleworks best.
Hold the jail still as you flick.
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When you're ready to plax put dl the prisonersand guards into the jail. Choose a player to go first.
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ON YOUR TURN
1. Stick your spade in the slot and start freeing prisonerswitbout freeing any prism guards.
Keep escaped prisoners in front of you.
* Each color prisoner is worth a different number of points(i.e. orange = 4, dark blue = 8).
Free all the prisoners of one color and score double points at the end of the game.
R Keep playing until:
You have freed as many prisoners as you dare. MoYe your escaped primers to one side and
keep them until the end of the game.
OR
You free a p r i m guard by mistake. Drop the guard and any prisoners you freed this turn
back injail and end your turn.
3. The player to your left goes next.
Kezp playing until all the prisoners have been freed and only the prison ~uards
are left injail.
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WINNING

Add up your points. The layer w i t ~&
r most @nts is the winner,
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YOUR SCO-RE
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If you freed all three prisonersof one color, remember to double your points for them.
E.G.

You freed:
Your score:
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PLAYING WITH CLASSIC MONOPOLY
Spice up your MONOPOLY game with a Jailbreak Challenge!
Drop one prisoner of each color into the jail. Leave
the prison guards out. Leavethe jail near the
MONOPOLY board.
If you end up injail during the game, replace rolllng
doubles to get out of jail with this:
You have a single flick to try and free at least
one prisoner.
If you do, you're out! Roll and move.
If not, your turn is o w .
All the normal get out of jail rules appk
Once you're an expert jailbreaker, get other players to pick two
colors when you're sent to jail.
one of those colors.
OR
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We will be happyto hear your qwstim or ccmmts about this game. Please write to:
HesbroQrne Cc+wnw Afk& Dept., P.0.Box POO,~ , ~ 0 e 8 USh
6 Q
Td: 88&836-70QS(toll beer
The HASBRO, PARKER BROTHERSand MONOPOLY names and logos, as well as the
distinaivedesign ofthe gameboard, t
kt w r romer squares, the MR. hAONOPOLY name
and charader, and eadr of the distinc(iveelements of the board and playing pieces are
tr-d
HaSbrofw its-Wng
gama and ggme e q u i i .
0 1935, PMlP Hasbro, Piwvtucket,RI 09869.All Rights R e s e e d .
TM and @denoteU.S. Tmdemarks. HasbroCanada, LmguaA, QC, Camda J4G IGQ.
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